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Sf. There is no clear dividing line between “science fiction” (the original meaning of 

“sf”) and “fantasy fiction”. The whole area is sometimes called “speculative fiction”, 

deliberately also abbreviated “sf”.



Conventions of national or regional scope are generally periodic and often travel from 

one locale to another within their geographic scope, so as to distribute both the honor 

and the labor between groups of volunteer con-runners.



Some cons are very much commercial enterprises, featuring media stars and charging 

for autographs. and there is a broad and fuzzy spectrum between “commercial” and 

“fannish”. I will concentrate here on the less commercial, more fan-run cons.







This list doesn‟t claim to be an exhaustive categorization, or an exclusive one.

Based on Picofarad‟s list:

•General sf - your generic primarily book-oriented gathering, with panels, 

masquerade, video room, etc.

•Relaxacons - small cons, without all the flashy features, designed for hanging 

out and talking.

•Gaming

•Filk

•Costuming

•Con-running

•Fanzines

•Art

•Furry - dedicated to anthropomorphics of all sorts, from Disney cartoons to 

the Chanur universe.

•Anime/manga - Japanese animation and comics.

•Other media - conventions focusing on sf on TV and in movies.

•Fantasy

•Horror

•Symposia - academic gatherings.

•Miscellaneous - all sorts of stuff that doesn't fit into any of the above 
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Das Frühlingsfest der Volksmusik as base of Das Frühlingsfest der Filksmusik: GMG pers. comm.
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quotations from the respective cons‟ websites
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“Con” is a very vulgar word in French.

The only names on this list that contain “con” and are from French-speaking regions 

are Con*Cept and Draconis.

The “con” in “Draconis” is not pronounced like the vulgarity, and “concept” is 

standard French, meaning about the same as in English. The avoidance rule seems to 

be “Don‟t end the name in –con in a French-speaking region.” (Thanks to S.Mandel, 

pers. comm.)
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The lettered Intercons from B onward each have a theme beginning with that letter. 

(website; someone at ANS convention, please get back to me for the credit!)
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Sydcon, Sweden, from Sw. syd „south‟: K-MJ, pers. comm.
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A con in Boston could most simply be called Boscon, but instead was called Boskone, 

after the evil organization in E.E. “Doc” Smith‟s classic “Lensman” novels.When that 

con left Boston for several years, the con that was founded to fill the gap was named 

Arisia, after the beneficent organization opposing Boskone in the books.

Relaxacon: a get-together mostly for con-runners, with little programming, for 

lounging around and schmoozing
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